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1902-1905 quoting Peel's dictum : " I do not care whether foreign countries
Age 49-63 remove their tariffs or not. It is the duty and the interest of this
country to fight tariffs by free imports/' and by pointing out that
contemporary tariffs, though higher than those of yesterday, were
mildness itself compared with those which existed when Free Trade
was adopted, he came to grips with the concrete proposals in Mr,
Chamberlain's Glasgow speech. These, it will be remembered,
included duties of 2s. a quarter on foreign wheat, 5 per cent on meat
and dairy produce, and 10 per cent on foreign manufactures, raw
materials being exempt. Mr. Chamberlain had repeated that the
Empire would disintegrate without preferences on food, and that
British trade would collapse without a tariff on manufactures. He
had added that our trade had been practically stagnant for the last
thirty years. This last allegation, Asquith pointed out, was based
wholly on the figures of exports, and exports of goods. To argug
from such premises to such conclusions, he pointed out, involved four
distinct fallacies :
*' In the first place, it entirely ignores the home trade, which is a much
more important factor than the foreign trade ; in the second place, it
makes exports alone the criterion of the volume of our trade; in the
third place, it places among exports exported goods alone, and takes no
notice of the services that we render to other countries ; finally, even
taking exported goods as the criterion, a year is deliberately selected
which is no fair test of the matter at all,"
Proceeding to criticise the Imperial side of the programme, the
speaker pointed out that the existing Canadian preference was ?
granted with an express declaration that no return was asked fo$
that it did not permit British imports into Canada to compete on ;
level terms with Canadian products, and that it had not had the;
effect of increasing British trade with Canada as rapidly as foreign
countries, unaided by a preference, had increased theirs.  Preference
such as was possible within the 2s, duty on wheat proposed by
Chamberlain would be quite inadequate to divert the whole wheat
supplies of the United Kingdom into the then undeveloped fields pf
Canada.   Before they could turn round it would be 10 per cent and
then 20 per cent.  But the proposed exemption of raw materials was
in itself enough to wreck the whole scheme from the imperial stand-
point, since many of our Colonies—e.g. South Africa at that time-
exported nothing else, and would therefore be wholly excluded
from benefit.   As to Colonies whose producers supplied both raw
materials and food, tow defend a system which favoured the cine
at the expense of the other ?   Canada and Australia both export';

